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The role of Product Leadership  
at a software ScaleUp is pivotal  
for success. Talk to anyone who  

has led this function and they will  
light up remembering the hard work 

but professional reward of seeing  
their products flourish.

Access to quality product leadership 
materials that focus specifically  

on ScaleUp are hard to find, as those 
who make it through this stage rarely 
look back. Insight Partners’ Product 
team fills in the knowledge gap and 

provides ScaleUp resources from 
experts who are doing it now.  
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Hiring a CPO:  
Why You Need 

a REAL Product 
Leader During 

ScaleUp
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Recognizing the need for product leadership
Achieving Product-Market Fit isn’t a one-time event in the life of a 

successful ScaleUp. The first time a startup achieves Product-Market Fit 

can propel the company into the ScaleUp stage, but sustaining growth and 

profitability means continually searching for Product-Market Fit as you  

add and refine products and enter new markets.

Companies that have reached the ScaleUp stage have inherent advantages 

in this continued journey: a deep understanding of customers, a treasure-

trove of internal and external data to inform strategic decisions, and the 

revenue and funding to fuel innovation. However, the hills to climb are 

also bigger. Products and portfolios are more complex and can span 

geographies. Whitespace in the original market shrinks and selling gets 

harder. Obligations to customers and boards require executive time and 

attention that previously went towards product. There is a need to balance 

new features with tech refresh to avoid a significant debt.

To fuel continued growth, companies need strong product leaders. Strong 

product leaders transform your strategic vision into a product strategy 

that is executable while building and developing high-performing product 

teams. How can you tell if you need to add strong product leadership? 

Strong product 
leaders 

transform your 
strategic vision 

into a product 
strategy that is 

executable
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Check for these symptoms:

• You’re selling ahead of your product to the point that your 
roadmap is full of customer commits

• Increasing development cost are outpacing growth

• There’s tension from sales, marketing, and customer success 
that R&D isn’t delivering value

• Your ambition requires a step-change for the business  
(new products, new international geographies, or  
significant M&A)

• Your C-suite desires clear visibility into the allocation of your 
R&D resources, your product teams’ goals, and the statuses 
of your strategic product initiatives, but no executive has the 
bandwidth to take on the responsibility

• As a CEO, you must worry about all facets of your company, 
and you need a trusted partner to translate your company-wide 
vision into actionable product and portfolio strategies

Scaling-up with a CPO
There are two levels of product leaders frequently hired during the growth 

stage: VP of Product and CPO. The roles vary in scope and experience. 

You need to know the difference so that you can determine what you need 

and then evaluate candidates. Relying on past titles alone is not enough. 

Product Management is not a well understood discipline, and there are 

many people who have been given the titles of VP of CPO without the 

experience because a product team had been created for the first time. 

Effective VPs should be able to help define and oversee the efficient, 

effective delivery of single product strategies. However, at a certain point, 

the ambition and circumstances companies face as they ScaleUp will 

inevitably require a more experienced leader capable of working with a CEO 

to construct portfolio-scale, multi-geography product strategies and align 

the entire organization around the delivery of that strategy: a CPO.

Don’t ignore  
the signs
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A great CPO will allow your executive team to make better decisions by 

articulating the strategic options you have, including presenting a strong 

point of view on the top priorities and path forward, and allowing you to 

balance those product considerations against those of other functions to 

set your company strategy. Building from the same base of skills, CPOs use 

accumulated experience to solve problems of greater scope and scale than 

should be expected of VPs:

Determining if you need a CPO
By the time you’ve reached the growth stage, having a VP of Product is 

likely a necessity, but not all growth stage companies need a CPO…yet. 

There are events that can trigger the need for a CPO:

Expanding into a 
new international 
geography

Transitioning from  
a single core product to  
a portfolio of products

Significant M&A
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However, even if you have not yet reached a trigger point. You still may want 

to consider hiring a CPO or having a CPO advisor until you need a full CPO. 

You can test this by thinking about the jobs you need a product leader to do 

that aren’t being done in the organization today. 

There are two ways to think about the job you want a CPO to do. First, if 

your company vision implies that a trigger event is on the horizon, you 

should hire a CPO with specific experience in that area to navigate those 

waters. Second, consider who in the org is thinking strategically about 

your product today and with what level of experience. If, as a CEO, you lack 

an experienced advisor on how a portfolio of products can be optimized 

to achieve your growth ambitions and your company is exhibiting one 

or more the acute symptoms of limited product leadership listed above, 

you need a CPO. At one point, it was a founder or you as the CEO thinking 

strategically about product, but as you continue to grow so do the CEO time 

commitments. You need an experienced, trusted advisor to drive product-

led growth.

For more on what good product leaders do within a company, this article 

does a nice job providing greater depth. 

Taking the next steps
As you weigh the costs and benefits of hiring a product leader and consider 

whether you need a VP or CPO, Insight Partners and Produx Labs are here 

to help. We are available to help you consider your product leadership 

options, and can support you with sample job descriptions, candidate 

scorecards, and interview guides as you wade into the competitive  

waters of product leader recruitment. Additionally, Produx Labs and  

Insight Partners have partnered to launch the CPO accelerator, a training 

ground for the next generation of product leaders. You can connect with  

us to learn more.

As a ScaleUp company grows, so do the time commitments for a Founder 

and/or CEO. In order to be successful, you need an experienced and trusted 

advisor to drive product growth.

if your company 
vision implies 

that a trigger 
event is on the 

horizon, you 
should hire a 

CPO with specific 
experience

!
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Product Operations: 
Turning Your Data 

Into Action



NEW PRODUCTS

M&A

GLOBAL MARKETS
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AS A SCALEUP COMPANY, YOU HAVE FOUND  
PRODUCT-MARKET FIT AND ARE NOW SCALING.  
CONGRATS! 

NOW, YOU NEED TO ASSESS YOUR PRODUCTS ON A 
REGULAR AND FREQUENT BASIS, AS YOU ARE CONSIDERING 
DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS (E.G. NEW PRODUCTS, M&A, ETC)  
TO FOCUS YOUR RESOURCES FOR GROWTH.

You may have heard of product operations as a business function for 

product insights, but just didn’t know where to start. No fear – the key is 

just starting! Below is a guide for baselining your product’s performance, 

which is the first step to product operations. Note that the activities shared 

below represent the most common pattern for understanding a product 

portfolio’s performance for a B2B SaaS company; there are a number of 

dimensions that you will want to assess but you can start here and add 

analysis as you see fit for your products.

You will need to expend a bit of effort to go through this exercise but the 

key is just starting the process – and the results are worth it!

Step 1:  
Baseline your 

product’s 
performance



Pro-Tip: A common mistake is only looking at build costs and not 
ones associated with maintenance.
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Step #1 – Identify Your Total Costs 
The first step in baselining your portfolio is getting an understanding of 

your research and portfolio development costs for the last three years, 

from your financial statements.

The high level costs should include two views of your total costs:

• Total costs, in total and by product: These costs will include all 
of Product and Design, Development, Quality Assurance, and 
Operational Support and will include your labor and non-labor 
costs. These costs should include all of the activities required to 
operate the environment and any applications, tools, license fees 
for third-party components etc.

• Total costs to maintain your current products and product 
operations, assuming no new customers. This cost is different in 
that it also includes any contractual obligations, such as custom 
effort. 

When calculating these costs, ensure that you address accounting 

treatments (i.e. net of accruals, include capitalization).

Step #2 – True Up Costs Against  
Detailed Data Sources
Oftentimes, we see that the financial statements do not fully nor  

accurately provide the true costs of your products or provide a full 

breakdown by product. To get a real understanding, you will need to 

consider other data sources and ensure that all costs are accounted  

for through a bottom-up review.
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For non-labor costs:

• Accounts Payable: Invoices are sometimes not mapped 
correctly or at all. To ensure that all non-labor costs are 
accounted for, review your vendor costs (e.g. third party 
applications). We recommend that you drill down to detailed 
invoices for complex costs, such as cloud hosting and services, 
as these costs may have been pre-negotiated, are hard to 
forecast, and require allocation across products (if you have 
more than one). Your billing system (e.g. Netsuite) can provide 
paid invoicing data. You may also want to consider reviewing 
contracts or data from your procurement system (e.g. Coupa) 
to get an understanding of the longer term contractual 
commitments.

For labor costs:

• Contracted Labor: Depending on whether you have contracted 
labor and/or temporary employees, you will need to review your 
accounts payable or HR systems. Ensure that you capture all 
contracted labor costs, including those for formal development 
activities.

• Census Data: To determine whether all labor costs are captured 
for your products, you will need to review your company census 
data by person, location, and role. Ensure that all team members 
are included in the costs, as we sometimes see team members 
from non-product teams working on, or re-allocated to other 
activities. Also make sure that your teams are allocated to the 
right products. Census data is usually captured in HR systems, 
such as Workday.

• Workforce Allocation: Use workforce allocation data as another 
level of data to determine resource allocation to specific 
products. This data needs to be cross referenced with the 
census data to determine where effort is being expended in 
terms of product, customer, etc. There is a high likelihood that 
this data may need to be used as a swag and directional, as we 
have seen that processes and inputs are not always formalized. 
And it’s ok! The exercise creates a baseline and is a start to 
getting more or additional information to inform work allocation. 
It also informs what future iterations need to happen to make 
the processes and data more actionable. The source for this data 
is usually workflow management systems like Jira. 

Once you have these costs, review and reconcile them against the total 

costs noted in the financial statements. The sums of this data should match 

the top-line financial summary data.

the source for 
workforce 

allocation data  
usually comes 

from workflow 
management 

systems like Jira



assess cost 
drivers that may 
significantly  
impact your 
products
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Step #3 – Understand Other Costs That 
May Impact Your Products
As companies ScaleUp, other cost drivers may be masked or the magnitude 

may not be readily evident. To assess these drivers, you will need to look at 

the following data to assess scope and impact.

• Defect Tickets: Defect tickets are a source of rich information. 
They reveal where and how much R&D is spending their time 
as well as potential issues with development processes. The 
source of this data is usually a workflow system, such as JIRA or 
ServiceNow.

• Support Tickets: User and customer support tickets can reveal 
critical portfolio  defects, enhancements needs, and other 
portfolio opportunities. The source of this data is usually a 
customer ticketing system, such as Zendesk. Be aware that 
not all opportunities may be captured in the tickets if your user 
support teams are not fully capturing this data and/or manually 
addressing them as part of their workflows.

• Onboarding Process: To consider potential impacts to product, 
review the onboarding process and effort. Are there any efforts 
in this process? Are there any manual activities that can be 
automated, creating opportunities for efficiencies, faster time 
to market, better customer experience etc.? Depending on your 
organization, the data for onboarding may be captured in a CRM 
like Salesforce, or a workflow management tool, or a customer 
ticketing system. 
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Step #4 – Assess Your Growth Drivers  
and Opportunities
Once you have gotten all direct and indirect costs accounted for, you can 

assess the potential growth drivers for your products and business.  

This information is important for understanding what your customers  

are paying for, and where you could potentially grow, in terms of features 

and portfolio offerings.

• Revenue and Bookings: To understand how your business is 
performing at the topline, get revenue and booking data by 
product. The primary focus will be recurring revenues (e.g. ARR, 
MRR) and type, though one-time costs such as implementation 
services should also be noted. This data can also be sourced 
from your financial statement and systems.

• Pipeline and Win/Loss Reporting: Your pipeline and churn data 
will reveal potential revenue, customers, opportunities, and 
timing. You will need to get this data by product and understand 
the average duration of the sales cycle. Additionally, you’ll need 
to understand why customers may not be buying your products 
and what some of the drivers of churn are for your customers 
– and what stage pipeline churn is happening. This data is also 
usually sourced from a CRM like Salesforce. 

• Customer Engagement: Customer engagement data may 
be captured qualitatively and disparately. Depending on how 
your business is structured, you may have customer success 
teams, sales teams, etc. liaising with your customers to identify 
unmet needs. If you distribute an NPS survey, you will want the 
NPS as well as any customer engagement data to understand 
how your customers are viewing your products and potential 
opportunities.

• User Engagement: Engagement data, such as feature and 
product usage, are great indicators of your products’ acceptance 
and resonance. At minimum, you will want to track monthly 
average users, log-ins, session times, user retention, and 
features used. User engagement data may be captured in 
applications such as Pendo and Amplitude.

revenue and 
bookings

Pipeline and 
Win/loss 
reporting

customer 
engagement

user 
engagement
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Step #5 – Consider All Data and Turn it Into 
Action for Your Products
Now that you have your data, you can put it all together for a baseline view 

of how your products are performing. Some questions that you can ask and 

that may require an additional layer of analysis and research include:

• Are there any costs that are surprising and are  
potential risks?

• Are there any costs that can be redistributed to new products 
and features?

• What are feature or portfolio opportunities that can  
be tested?

• What are unmet customer needs that can be addressed with 
new products or services?

• How can you better improve the customer experience, 
increasing engagement and retention?

• What is your true cost of expanding your products’ footprint? 
How much of your workforce are you  
actually tying up to maintain existing portfolio vs  
creating innovation?

• Are there new monetization opportunities from reviewing pricing 
& packaging or improving cross-sell between product lines?

• How much of your revenue is at risk as longer-term contracts 
come up for renewals? Are there actions available to mitigate 
potential future churn increase?

With this baseline, you can make forecasts, develop a strategy, and create 

a plan. You can also measure how your plan is performing as you execute 

against it. With this, you are ready for the next step towards a product 

operations function – automating the data and centralizing various views of 

the data into a business intelligence or data visualization tool. You will want 

to track performance and changes to your baseline weekly, so that you 

can quickly pivot your teams to reach your products’ goals. Share with your 

team and discuss how you can start being a more metric-driven decision 

making organization.

track 
performance  

and changes so 
you can quickly 
pivot teams to 

reach goals
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…and they won’t invite you to the  
C-Suite Party
I know what you are thinking, “of course they aren’t. The CFO just wants me 

to spend less.” This is largely due to the fact that they don’t know how what 

you’re buying will impact the business. Here is some advice from a former 

CPO turned CEO, Operating Partner, and Investor: you want the CFO to  

be into you and they are a key stakeholder that you need on your side.  

The following shares a recent example, as told by a leader on Insight’s 

Product Center of Excellence:

I was invited to participate in a strategy session with an executive  

team of a ScaleUp, SaaS company that had just acquired two of  

its competitors and was in the process of merging the businesses; 

delivering phenomenal results to date.  

The products from all three companies are similar yet different.  

Knowing that in-line product integration as part of a growth strategy 

for Portfolio expansion requires a complex set of trade-offs to yield 

profitable growth in the shortest period of time; they reached out to 

validate the approach and to partner with a ‘coach’ along the way.

I N V I TAT I O N  O N LY

You want the cfo 
to be into you
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The presentation/plan included details around how they planned to 

approach merging platforms, including several high-profile customer 

impact initiatives, along with the day-to-day of the business. The plan  

was detailed, much more than a typical executive-level discussion; they 

really did a great job of looking at possible options. Every section had 

some sort of time and materials estimated against that initiative.

Unfortunately, what it didn’t do is cohesively correlate everything 

together for the executive team to see Cost vs. Impact vs. Time. There 

was no way that the team could see the whole picture. While it was a 

great session, and the product group did a really good job (actually a 

better job than most), it still left confusion in the leadership team’s  

mind about what it actually meant.

As we finished up the day and started to chat while packing up; the CFO 

gives me that stealth mode look and asks in a low voice: “Hey, do you 

have a minute? I want to show you something.”

I said sure and we proceed into his office. He sits down and turns his 

screen; his eyes light up and starts to talk in the CFO’s universal language 

of an Excel spreadsheet model.

He looked me straight in the eye and said:

(SHHHH) Don’t tell product, but I’m not really counting  
on them for anything this year in my model. 

I want to show you that I have enough from recurring 
revenue and enough from the sales team’s past track 
record that they’re going to sell what’s on the bus…
it’s later next year that I have a shortfall…my topline 
shortfall  in year 2 is about 20% based on current  
run-rate. Do I have to cut expenses now or did what 
they say in that presentation give me something  
that will close the gap?”

“

Remember to  
correlate  

Cost, impact,  
and time for the  
executive team
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In ScaleUp companies, no one wants to cut expenses if it leads to sustained 

profitable growth. More importantly, they want to deliver what they said 

they would deliver, even if that means less growth and profit. A ScaleUp 

needs more things to sell in the future, rarely will the product be able to 

impact in-year revenue at any scale.

As a Product Leader always know what is going to help close that gap and 

when, make it clear in all presentations to the CFO. As a product leader, you 

want to have the CFO be into you.

Below are three basic things that you need to be able to answer and should 

always know.

Map your planned spend in your working budget, what percentage of that 

is going towards keeping the lights on? (Which is running your current 

revenue?). In healthy product orgs, this is always changing, keep everyone 

informed before and after the planned changes.

What percentage of that is features and functions that are helping with 

retention? As you scale this is just as important as new sales.

What percentage of that is innovation or new products? New product 

innovation and innovation that supports retention are not always the 

same thing. Something you do to keep a customer may not contribute to 

selling a new customer.

Product leaders, if you want the CFO to be into you have to be able to 

answer those three questions at a minimum. Walk into a meeting and 

confirm that you understand that, and then tie the correlation of the 

spending to what every other leader in your organized learned much earlier 

in their career. Present the information to your peers and to your leadership 

team in what it means to them, not to you.

The CFO and every other leader will be much more into you.

#1

#2

#3
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PRODUCT LEADERS MAKE THEIR LIVING BY KNOWING  
THEIR TARGET CUSTOMERS, UNDERSTANDING THEIR  
NEEDS AND FINDING OPPORTUNITIES TO DELIVER  
PRODUCTS TO EXCEED THEIR EXPECTATIONS. 

For Product Leaders at VC-backed companies, they need to use the  

same skills to manage and meet the needs of their Board of Directors.   

Yet, sometimes they fall short when presenting to their Boards.

Product Leaders have a challenging task to meet the expectations of  

their Board of Directors for several reasons:

Timing of the Product Section: The typical software company Board 

agenda has product/technology at the end of the meeting. By the time  

the Product leader presents, the board may have limited attention span.  

The last position in any meeting has to be ‘that’ good to keep them 

engaged.

Board Member Experience: Board members are invested in the success 

business.  They always want to provide guidance and help. Yet, they are 

more likely to have finance, sales or marketing experience than leading 

product or technology.  Know your board and help them understand in 

their terms, not yours. Don’t leave your board wondering the ‘so what’ of 

your material and asking them for any feedback or advice they might have.

Emerging Product Metrics: Key performance indicators for product 

are not as widely understood.  Product KPIs are also dependent on the 

type and stage of product in the market.  Meanwhile, finance, marketing 

and sales metrics are more established.   Pattern recognition in these 

functional areas is likely to stronger for Board members. This means that 

for your Board member, it’s likely that every Product section they see looks 

completely different from the last version they saw.  Your job is to tie every 

metric to the metrics that they know and care about: revenue and cost.

tie every metric 
to the metrics 

that the board 
knows and cares 

about: revenue 
and cost
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Our goal is to help Product Leaders succeed despite these challenges.  

We looked at a variety of Board decks prepared by product and technology 

leaders across the Insight Venture Partners portfolio.   We discovered 5 

mistakes that can become Wow moments when you next present to  

your Board.

 
1. Synchronized Strategy:
The mistake: The Board sees a disjointed strategy within functional 

updates. Even though the CEO sets the clear initiatives for the company 

and leaders, each leader presents a different story.  The root cause of 

potential misalignment is due to the leaders desire to operate in functional 

silos.  They prepare their sections of the deck independently for short-term 

efficiency.

The fix: The CEO and functional leaders must reinforce the company’s 

strategic initiatives throughout their slides and talking points. Let’s say the 

CEO’s top 3 strategic priorities are Protect the Base, Grow via International 

Expansion, and Improve Margin.  The deck and discussion should repeat 

those 3 key messages. Product Leaders need to align and reflect these 

key priorities in the Product strategy. As a leader, you can help support the 

success of the CEO and leadership team by reviewing the deck, strategy 

and expected results to confirm alignment in functional tactics. Flush out 

and correct misalignment before it becomes obvious to your Board of 

Directors.

2. Focus on Financial Impact:
The mistake: The Product part of the Board deck will fail to engage a 

Board of Directors when the product strategy and success metrics don’t 

tie to financial outcomes for the company. Sometimes the Product leader 

assumes that the financials are sufficiently covered in by the CEO, VP of 

Sales or VP of Finance.

synchronized strategy Focus on Financial Impact

roadmap creates strategic & finanical value

pictures > words

tech questions to tackle
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The fix : Strong product leaders clearly understand the potential financial 

impact of their strategy. Two financial impact metrics that the Product 

leader is uniquely positioned to speak to which are of keen interest to their 

Board are COGS and LTV by Segment.  Product leaders who may have 

used short-term solutions to get a new product up and running leveraging 

engineering teams to launch new customers can reduce costs by moving 

to more configurable systems handled by lower-cost support teams, which 

frees up engineering for innovation.  Lifetime Value likely differs by user 

segment.  Product leaders who tie their roadmap strategy to increasing 

retention and creating upsell opportunities increase LTV and can estimate 

the impact to the company’s financial forecast.

3. Pictures > Words:
The mistake: Product leaders sometimes forget that their Board of Directors 

is reviewing, preparing for and participating in multiple meetings across their 

portfolio.  They use lazy headlines without a clear, compelling “so what, who 

cares?” takeaway followed by an overwhelming text-heavy slide.

The fix: Consider the amount of information your Board is synthesizing 

across many companies, leadership functions, strategies and markets. 

Adhere to the wise idiom “A pictures is worth 1000 words” and help your 

audience process critical information quickly.  A few tips:

• Use graphs to show trend of results vs goals

• Highlight good news, bad news and discussion points  
with icons.

Adhere to the wise 
idiom “A pictures is 

worth 1000 words
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• Color-code strategic themes reflected throughout  
the deck and within the product roadmap and  
investment allocation.

• Break your slides into quadrants with meaningful sub-headlines 
to provide supporting detail.

4. Roadmap Creates Strategic and Financial Value:
The mistake: Most Product Roadmaps address the “What” and “When” 

of planned product investments. Yet, the most effective Product Leaders 

ensure their Roadmaps answer the two questions top of mind for the  

Board of Directors:

The fix: One of the best ways to layer this into your roadmap is to ditch the 

Gantt chart. Instead, replace it with a roadmap that leverages 3-dimensional 

views to illustrate the What (name of investment), the Why (color-coded to 

strategic initiatives) and How Much (size of investment/expected return in 

size of bubble).

why are we making this investment?
how much will it cost/deliver in strategic or finanical value?



understand your 
audience, their needs 
and pain points. 
Deliver experiences 
that exceed their 
expectations. Prove 
that you are the 
master of your product, 
customers, market 
and the opportunity in 
front of your Board.

understand your 
audience, their needs 
and pain points. Deliver 
experiences that exceed 
their expectations. 
Prove that you are the 
master of your product, 
customers, market and 
the opportunity in front 
of your Board.
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5. Tech Questions to Tackle:
The mistake: Technology leaders focus on technical issues without linkage 

to business objectives and financial outcomes. They miss the opportunity 

to share relevant information that would be compelling to the Board.

The fix:  Two tech-related questions are on the mind of your Board.   

The Tech leader is best positioned to answer and to raise relevance  

in the strategic discussions:

The resource allocation will be answered from a few dimensions 

including Innovation vs Maintenance, Quality and Security. The risks 

and vulnerabilities may reveal recent or expected changes in velocity, 

headcount or skills required to deliver against initiatives.  Anticipate these 

questions from your Board and share your risk mitigation plan.

Product leaders succeed by understanding their audience, their needs 

and pain points. They deliver experiences that exceed their expectations.  

Why should a Board of Directors meeting be different?  Learn from these 

mistakes to engage your Board. Prove that you are the master of your 

product, customers, market and the opportunity in front of your Board.

5 Ways to Wow  
Board Directors >>
Download our PPT Guide.



Product Bundling: 
What Do SaaS and 
Fast Food Chains 
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THE HOLY GRAIL OF SAAS REVENUE GROWTH IS EXPANSION 
REVENUE TO EXISTING CUSTOMERS. OVER TIME,  SAAS 
METRICS FOR VALUATION HAVE SHIFTED FROM REVENUE 
FOCUS TO PROFITABILITY, THEN TO LTV/CAC RATIO, AND 
NOW HEAVILY BIASES NET RETENTION. 

In light of this, there is a trend across SaaS towards building land-and-

expand sales motions; acquiring customers with smaller deals and using 

the customer relationship to increase revenue over time. However, 

repeated large price increases to your base exposes the risk of damaging 

your customer relationship. The best option is to cross-sell more products 

to your existing base. 

As a CPO, you have to find a balance between these two competing 

priorities. How can you satisfy the need to get net retention above 100% 

while also not creating friction with existing customers who place trust in a 

subscription price that they can predict from year to year ? 

≈



When the majority of 
your touchpoints with 
your customer end 
up being about a new 
upsell, it will change 
your relationship 
and decrease their 
satisfaction with your 
product and service.
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A simple, real world way to think about this is packaging and positioning at 

your favorite fast food restaurant, like Burger King. The hamburger is your 

core product and the fries represent the cross-sold one. We can take the 

analogy a little further and say that upgrading to a double burger is akin to 

upselling. You may also offer milkshakes, drinks, and desserts… more cross-

sell opportunities. 

The potential for friction occurs when a SaaS customer feels every few 

months they are being offered a new menu item to purchase alongside 

their burger. They may begin to feel nickel and dimed and may start looking 

for alternatives where a full solution is available at a consistent price. “When 

the majority of your touchpoints with your customer end up being about a 

new upsell, it will change your relationship and decrease their satisfaction 

with your product and service,” says James Wood, VP, Pricing Strategy at 

Insight Partners.

New entrants to your category will frequently overpromise how full  

their suite is to steal your customers. This situation increases the risk  

of churn, which will have a significant impact on revenue growth and 

company valuation.

So how can you minimize churn and improve Net Retention?

Option 1: ‘All you can eat’ packaging
Stick to a single product offering and increase the price year-on-year This 

approach lacks any differentiation across different types of customers, 

and your price will average towards a mean that will price you out of the 

conversation with some prospects who will conclude your product is out 

of their budget and / or too robust for their needs. Others will think it’s a 

bargain, which means you are leaving money on the table. Both of these 

cases will significantly harm your revenue story and key valuation metrics.

Option 2: A la Carte menu
Offer fries and milkshakes as separate items if there is a (stand alone) 

market for that. This can also open doors to customers who like someone 

else’s burger to start coming to you for fries and eventually shift because 

you now have a relationship.

Be careful though; for each a la carte option you have to decide where you 

want to be in the market (leader, low cost etc) and that you’ll have to invest 

in maintaining that position for every item you add on the menu!

minimize churn 
and improve 
retention
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As a warning, if the item doesn’t always fit nicely on the menu, it often 

distracts from the position of the core product. In addition, adding too many a 

la carte options to your main sales motion will confuse your sales teams and 

your customers, leading to decision paralysis and harming sales efficiency. 

Therefore, you should pick ancillary items that are directly adjacent to your 

core product. Ones that you are comfortable maintaining or increasing 

investment based on customer demand. Think of this as Burger King or 

similar burger-centric restaurants offering the Chicken sandwiches instead 

of starting to sell tacos, which is too far from their specialty.

Option 3: The Combo
What do fast food chains do so that when you order they don’t ask five 

questions about what additional items you’d like to order? They put them 

all together as a meal. By combining a burger, fries, and drink into a package 

targeted at a specific customer they sell all three together. They offer the 

ability to ‘Super Size’ which is similar to adding users and storage. They also 

bundle milkshakes, pies and double burgers for other target customers. 

Just want a basic burger? It’s available, but the relative pricing diverts 

customers away from choosing this option.

If you’re a smart product leader, you’ll create similar bundles designed 

for targeted segments. They are purchasing a solution at that point, not 

a product. If a prospect chooses to only subscribe to your core offering, 

they know the rest of the package is available as their needs grow, and that 

they’ll need to pay for it. Your Customer Success team can always follow up 

to make sure they are satisfied or hungry for more.

by packaging items, 
fast food chains 
increase sales
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The impact of bundling is first that it increases your Average Selling Price 

(ASP) and therefore each booking increases total revenue more than selling 

a single product. Beyond that, if a customer has bought into using your 

product to fulfill multiple jobs, it is harder to leave because they will need to 

find two competing products. This means your products become stickier, 

and your LTV generally increases at a faster rate than your CAC. Win-Win 

for everyone.

How to create the best combos?
First, think about your segments. What additional needs do they have which 

you are qualified to address? Build additional products for those segments. 

Cross-sell them like you would fries or a milkshake, and target the existing 

customers that are most interested in the add-ons. Bundle them for 

new prospects who fit the profile. Soon you’ll have a significant group of 

customers who are paying you for more than one product.

Over time, you must continue to advance your core product and these 

additional-value bundles (those expectations about paying upfront for SaaS 

tools apply to fries and milkshakes as well).

If in the future a large proportion of your prospects  are selecting these 

additional bundles (and you have a newer thing to cross-sell, e.g. dessert), 

consider making the older functionality part of the core as default. 

think about building 
partnerships that 
will move to  
best-in-suite  
capabilities
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As you are creating your combo, be sure to look out for opportunities for 

M+A and partnership to get you best in breed and best in suite capabilities 

faster than building yourself. Think about how Burger King now sells the 

Impossible Burger; they didn’t develop a plant-based protein on their  

own, but they are capturing the market trend away from animal meats  

and new customers.

Finally, be sure to keep monitoring the performance of your pricing and 

packaging as much as your products. They are never “done.” “The most 

important thing is keeping close to your customers.  Keep getting feedback 

on your pricing, packaging and how your value proposition resonates,” says 

Wood. “In addition, keep your eye on the market and environment around 

you in order to stay ahead of the game.” 

Your competitors are also constantly trying to find the right balance.  

They have the same challenges. They are adding menu items and bundles 

that will attract new customers and your customers. And remember, just 

because one of them adds tacos to their menu, doesn’t mean you have to 

follow their lead. 

The most important thing is keeping 
close to your customers.  Keep getting 
feedback on your pricing, packaging and 
how your value proposition resonates. 

“


